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The debated question of the superluminal speed of information remains open to different
interpretations in spite of recent, apparently conclusive, contributions. A different point of view is
here considered, which is based on experimental results of microwave propagation experiments, in
far-field conditions. They support the hypothesis of the existence of fast waves of the Zenneck type.
© 2006 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2212307$

I. INTRODUCTION

Superluminal motions !that is, motions at velocities
greater than light velocity c in vacuum" of wave packets and
photons have been extensively demonstrated in a variety of
situations. However, the question as to whether a wave
packet can be considered a signal is much debated and still
remains an open question, even in the light of recent
contributions,1,2 which will be here briefly discussed. For the
purpose of reinforcing a different point of view on the above
said question, much more attention will be here devoted to
results of microwave propagation experiments. They concern
the direct observation of superluminality in far-field condi-
tions, even if far and near fields are not separable by a sharp
frontier.

An answer to the above question was attempted in Ref. 1
with a propagation experiment in a birefringent optical fiber.
The results obtained showed that, while the group velocity
can indeed exceed the light velocity in the fiber, the signal
velocity—identified by the delay of a sharp front—remains
constant and equal to c /nf, nf being the refractive index of
the fiber. However, some questions arise as for the meaning
to be attributed to these results. In fact, the sharp leading
edge, the position of which is indeed practically independent
of the pulse attenuation and group delay, has a relative am-
plitude r, i.e., the ratio of the sharp front to the total pulse

amplitude !magnified by the logarithmic scale", which is
only a small percentage and is comparable with the noise
level.

Similar arguments can also be adduced for the results
reported in Ref. 2 dealing with a propagation experiment in a
“fast-light” optical medium, in which a point of nonanalyt-
icity was introduced on the top of Gaussian pulses for the
purpose of realizing the conditions required for having a sig-
nal. However, because of limited spectral extension, the tran-
sition involved was quite smooth, so that its actual beginning
was rather uncertain, making the proof not at all convincing.3

For the sake of completeness, we wish to mention that
an attempt to solve this question was also made4 by a com-
puter simulation in order to obtain the rise front of the pulse
at the output of an undersized waveguide operating below
the cutoff frequency. The result was that, while the complete
profile of the pulse showed an evident superluminality, the
true initial part remained confined within the luminal limit
for an amount of r of only a few percent !say, 1%–2%".
Therefore, even in the light of this result, the ever-present
noise effects made the proof inconclusive since any conceiv-
able delay measurement to be performed at an r value suffi-
ciently above the noise level !depending also on the sensitiv-
ity of the detector" will always give a superluminal result
!see Fig. 1", although the instant of detection of the advanced
pulse is evidently delayed. This fact induced the authors of
Ref. 5, on the basis of an unusual operational procedure of
delay measurement, to conclude that the noise effect is that
of limiting the signal velocity to values less than c.a"Electronic mail: rocco.ruggeri@isc.cnr.it
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We wish to recall that according to standard methods,6

the propagation of a pulse can be described by a contour
integral in the complex plane of frequencies. By extending
the integration domain to infinity, the forerunner of the signal
cannot arrive before a time t0=R /c, where R is the traveled
distance. However, by considering a finite spectral extension
!in accordance with the physical evidence", the result ob-
tained was that “something” can arrive earlier, at a time t
!R /c.7

Tunneling and, more generally, situations in which dis-
persion is present !as in the cases before considered" are
characterized by different velocities, namely, those related to
phase, group, and signal propagations. The cases in which
the dispersion is absent, or negligible, are different.8 There,
all the components in the spectral extension have the same
propagation velocity, and the above-mentioned velocities
tend to be coincident. The results obtained !usually for the
group velocity" could, presumably, thus be extended to the
signal one, even if some caution is required since—as it is
evident—the definition of “signal velocity” is not universally
shared.9

The works quoted in Ref. 8 concern open-air microwave
propagation experiments, most of them employing horn an-
tennas operating at different frequencies in the range of
1–10 GHz. The result was that, in all the considered cases,
the superluminal behavior was evident in the so-called near
field which, according to a selected near-field criterion, is
given by R=2d2 /", R being the distance, d the width of the
antenna aperture, and " the wavelength.10For a given dis-
tance, with increasing wavelength, we tend to enter the far-
field region, thus confirming the nature of the observed facts
!peculiar of the near field". However, if R is maintained con-
stant, the effect does not disappear with increasing ", thus
leaving open the problem to the possibility of observing su-
perluminal behavior even beyond the near-field limit. The
cases till now considered imply that !strong" superluminal
effects can be revealed over moderate distances. In the case
of tunneling these are typically of the order of some wave-
lengths, arriving for the cases of Ref. 8 to tens of wave-
lengths, that is, the order of magnitude of R is that of one or
few meters !near-field limit". The question as to whether it is
possible to extend these effects over larger distances, let us
say over tens or hundreds of meters !still maintaining the
same range of frequencies", naturally arises.11 In Sec. II we

present an analysis of the Zennek-type waves, considered as
suitable to produce superluminal effects. Section III is de-
voted to report the results of a microwave propagation ex-
periment and their interpretation on the basis of the model of
Sec. II.

II. ZENNECK WAVES

The possibility of observing superluminal behavior over
large distances was theoretically anticipated in Ref. 12 deal-
ing with a plausible extension of this kind of investigation to
the domain of radio frequencies !in this case the range of R
should be enormously augmented", under the hypothesis that
Zenneck waves !a type of fast waves" are generated.13 These
waves, as particular solutions of Maxwell’s equations, travel
without change of pattern over a flat surface bounding two
homogeneous media of different conductivities and permit-
tivities. They are inhomogeneous plane waves because the
field decays exponentially over the wave front with increase
of distance from the surface.14 For a system consisting of a
launcher antenna with vertical polarization, placed over a flat
ground with finite losses, the wave fronts are not perpendicu-
lar to the ground plane, and their inclination produces an
increase of the propagation velocity along the ground-air in-
terface !see Fig. 2". In general this wave gives rise to both a
reflected and a transmitted wave entering the ground plane.
For a critical value of the incidence angle !the Brewster
angle", there is no reflected wave. This condition, required
for a pure Zenneck wave, is verified when, by denoting by #
the angle of incidence !with respect to the vertical of the
ground" and by $ its imaginary part, we have

tan!# − i$" = %%r − im , !1"

where %r=%1 /%0 is the relative permittivity of the ground
with respect to air and m=&1 /'%0, &1 being the conductivity
of the ground and '=2() the angular frequency of the
wave.15

The locus of the Zenneck-wave pole, that is Eq. !1", is
represented in the !# ,$" plane of Fig. 3, for different values
of %r. In each curve, parameter m varies from smaller values
!on the left" to infinity when the curves tend asymptotically
to the straight line crossing the abscissae at #=90°. The lat-
ter represents the tangent to the steepest-descent path for an
angle of observation of 90° that is, that of an observer stay-
ing over the earth plane. The Zenneck pole is always situated
beyond; therefore, it is never captured by the path deforma-
tion, since the Zenneck pole corresponds to # values less
than 90°; that is, the corresponding ray is penetrating the

FIG. 1. Sketch of the measurable delay above the noise between the ad-
vanced and reference pulse; t0=R /c, where R is the traveled distance.

FIG. 2. Zenneck wave incident on a flat surface, after Ref. 15.
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ground or, if we prefer, the incidence angle is negative !−*r
in Fig. 2". It, however, contributes in the steepest-descent
representation as a correction term which is significant if the
pole is not too far from the steepest-descent path. The evalu-
ation of this contribution can be made, according to the dif-
fraction theory, along the lines of the analysis reported in
Ref. 16. For a pole situated at the angle *=*r+ i*i in the
complex z plane of Fig. 3, we operate the change of variable
from z to s according to the relation

s2 = − i!1 − cos *" , !2"

where we have to put

cos * = cos *r cosh *i − i sin *r sinh *i. !3"

Clearly, if the pole would be situated exactly on the steepest-
descent path, which satisfies the condition cos *r cosh *i=1,
s2 turns out to be positive and s real measures of the dis-
placement from the saddle point situated in the origin; oth-
erwise, s is complex and according to the nomenclature of
Ref. 16 is named s&b=br+ ibi. The amplitude relative to the
pole contribution results are given, apart from a multiplica-
tive constant, by the function w!z", where the quantity z in
the argument is given by zb=b%2(R /", where " is wave-
length. The function w!z" is given in Ref. 17; however, when
the argument is sufficiently large, say, 'zb'+3, its absolute
value can be evaluated according to the simplified expression

'w!z"' (
1

%('zb'
. !4"

Under the assumption that ,= !1+%r" /2m-1, relation !1"
can be simplified as *&*r+ i*i(#!1+,"+ i!1−,"$ /%2m,
where −*r=#−90° is the incidence angle !with respect to the
ground plane" and the imaginary part *i&$. For a frequency
)(10 GHz, we have m(2&1; assuming for &1 a plausible
value of the order of 10 mhos/m and %r=6,18 it turns out that
*r=10.6° and *i=7.4°. With these values, the effect over the
observed propagation velocity v=c / !cos *r.cosh *i", given
by /v /c=v /c−1(10−2,12 is modest but observable pro-

vided that the range R of propagation is sufficiently large; for
R=100 m we should have /0=10−2R /c(3 ns of time ad-
vance with respect to the luminal delay. It seems therefore
conceivable to perform an experimental test on this effect.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The geometry of the experimental setup is sketched in
Fig. 4. Two identical horn antennas !Flam & Russel model
6414", one as a launcher and the other as a receiver !a radar
system", were mounted side by side to achieve vertical po-
larization in a quasimonostatic configuration. They were po-
sitioned at a height of about 2 m over a metallized !sputtered
zinc" surface plane having a keyhole shape formed by a
circle !20 m in diameter" and a rectangle !60 m longer side".
The metallized surface, 4 m high above ground level, at the
wavelengths of the experiment was considered as specular
!not diffusive". The target, a rectangular-section steel rod
6 m long and with a cross section of 6.3 cm2 !thickness of
2 mm", was positioned, shorter side, over a Styrofoam pylon
#almost transparent to electromagnetic !e.m." waves in the
band of the experiment$ whose azimuthal angle was control-
lable by an Orbit positioner. The height of the pylon !and
consequently the height of the rod" was adjustable with re-
spect to the fixed height of the antennas. The rod during the
experiment was positioned transversally with respect to the
line of sight of radar antennas and its signal maximized
through fine adjustments of its azimuthal position. The dis-
tance of antennas-center of pylon was about 80 m. A pulsed
!high pulse repetition frequency" radar employing a fre-
quency modulated continuous wave stepped !FMCWS" sys-
tem, with power boosted by a solid state amplifier, was used
to transmit and receive a series of short !100 ns was selected"
and spectrally pure electromagnetic impulses, “wave pack-
ets,” equally spaced by 9375 kHz at 800 individual different
frequencies covering the experiment band: 7.5–15 GHz.
This band permitted us to achieve, in the down-range coor-
dinate, a synthetic pulse having a theoretical spatial resolu-
tion of about 4 cm in a range ambiguity window of 16 m in
extent. The receiver was physically range gated on the target,
having introduced a pulse delay of 535 ns !80.19 m", and
opened for about 100 ns !about 15 m" to remove alias sig-
nals and clutter falling in the selected temporal window. To
further reduce spurious signals and clutter in the temporal
window a software gate was opened around the rod. To mini-
mize the influence of the “multipath” !four paths" due to e.m.
energy reflecting on the plane surface and interfering with

FIG. 3. Loci of the Zenneck-wave pole in the !# ,$" plane for different
values of the relative permittivity %r as a function of the parameter m, after
Ref. 12. When m→1, the curves tends asymptotically to the steepest-
descent path, but they are always situated on the v2c side. The scale of the
incidence angle −*r is also shown.

FIG. 4. Scheme of the adopted experimental setup for microwave
propagation.
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the direct ray, a certain number of “electromagnetic traps”
!fences" and radar absorbing material !RAM" were strategi-
cally positioned along the antennas-rod path. Multipath
caused by refraction/diffusion onto overlooking atmospheric
layers was considered negligible, taking into consideration
experiment geometry. Received echoes, conveniently pro-
cessed, allowed the reconstruction, in the time domain, of a
spatially resolved one-dimensional !1D" !down-range" radar
image. A 1D radar image is shown in Fig. 5 where the x axis
has been converted into a spatial scale. We note that, in ad-
dition to the main energetic signal positioned at /R=0 and
corresponding to the !direct" specular reflection, others exist.
They are complex signals having relative magnitudes of
about 27–35 dB lower than the absolute maximum corre-
sponding to the !direct" specular one. Some of them antici-
pate the specular reflection and are in the range of distance
/R(−0.5 m or /0(−3.3 ns, ignoring, for the moment,
their relative intensities and exact positions.

As far as the origin of these secondary complex signals
are concerned, the following effects have been analyzed and
cannot be considered as their causes: !i" isolation between
antennas, !ii" finite spectral extent of the total band
!7.5 GHz", number of emitted frequencies !800" and their
physical duration !100 ns", !iii" sidelobes of the antennas,
!iv" multipath effects, !v" secondary lobes of filter gates, !vi"
atmospheric absortion-emission-diffusion.19 In Table I, the

results of an analysis performed according to the computa-
tional model for the Zenneck wave of Sec. II are summa-
rized. The computations have been made for some values of
the parameter m and for two values of R, namely, 80 and
160 m, depending on the fact that the Zenneck wave is con-
sidered to operate only on one way between launcher and
target, or on a double way including the return to the re-
ceiver. By the evaluation of /v /c, we determine the time
anticipation /0 and the corresponding spatial position /R.
Then, by means of Eq. !4", we find the wave amplitude as
proportional to 'w!zb"' and, finally, the wave intensity I
3 'w!zb"'2 as reported in the last column of Table I, once this
has been normalized to a given value: the amplitude corre-
sponding to 'zb'=25.7 has been selected for convenience of
representation. The results obtained are reported in Fig. 5
where they are approximately described by a single average
curve, even if for each value of m we should have slightly
different curves. From an inspection of Fig. 5, we note that
the value of m=20, as first estimated in Sec. II is not suitable
to fit the main secondary peaks of intensity as shown in Fig.
5. Values of m slightly augmented, that is, m=25–30, are
required for a best fitting of the two main secondary peaks,
the principal of which, at /R=−16 cm, is attributed to a
single-way traveling wave, while the minor one, at /R=
−48 cm, is attributed to a double-way traveling wave.

Therefore, the hypothesis of the Zenneck wave for the
anticipated peaks of the scattered wave appears, for the plau-
sibility of the involved quantities, as a reasonable one. Of
course, even if the condition for a pure Zenneck wave is not
perfectly satisfied !in this case the reflected wave should not
be totally frustrated", the required values of m appear to be of
the right order of magnitude. Analogously, according to the
adopted geometry, the delay suffered by a reflected, not to-
tally frustrated wave turns out to be of the same order of
nanoseconds: the retarded peaks in Fig. 5 likely have this
origin.20

The effect of a wave of Zenneck-type has to be consid-
ered as a secondary fact with respect to the ordinary wave
which, naturally, propagates with velocity v=c. The velocity
of a Zenneck-type wave !or more generally of a complex
wave" is given, as said before, by c / !cos *r.cosh *i", with
a small but, in this case, well evidenced superluminal behav-
ior.

These waves are nothing but a special case of complex
waves,21 which were the basis for the interpretation of the
results in Ref. 8 where the ground plane was irrelevant. This
signifies that the interpretation given for the results obtained
in near field is still tenable. This is an important point since
it, while attenuating the possible role of the Zenneck waves,
puts the interpretational key on a larger basis. In other words,
the existence of Zenneck waves offers one !plausible" possi-
bility for interpreting the observed superluminal behavior
without excluding, however, that other ways could be con-
sidered ever in the framework of “anomalous” waves. The
smallness #in terms of the magnitude proportional to the
square of the field intensity !E2" of the scattered/diffracted
signal$ of the revealed effect !distinctly above the noise
level" is justified, given the large distance which makes the
ordinary !luminal" wave decidedly dominant. However, the

FIG. 5. A 1D radar image obtained in an outdoor test range according to the
experimental setup whose geometry is sketched in Fig. 3. In addition to the
main specular reflection peak, others anticipated and delayed secondary
peaks exist with intensity of the order of 10−3 with respect to the specular
one. The anticipating peaks, in the range of /R(−0.5 m, are interpreted to
be due to a Zenneck-type wave !see Table I", whose intensity !in arbitrary
units" is described by the overimposed curve. Dotted curves link data rela-
tive to one-way !upper data" and double-way !lower data" traveling waves.

TABLE I. Parameter values for evaluating the variation of position /R and
the intensity I for one-way and double-way traveling Zenneck waves.

m
!kr=6"

*r

!deg"
*i

!deg"
R

!m"
/v /c
!10−3"

−/0
!ns"

−/R
!cm" 'zb'

'w!zb"'
!10−3"

I
!10−3"

20 10.60 7.45 80 9 2.43 36 20.6 27.4 34.2
¯ ¯ ¯ 160 ¯ 4.85 72 29.2 19.3 17.0
25 9.22 6.95 80 6 1.61 24 18.1 31.2 44.4
¯ ¯ ¯ 160 ¯ 3.20 48 25.7 21.9 21.9
30 8.25 6.53 80 4 1.07 16 16.5 34.2 53.4
¯ ¯ ¯ 160 ¯ 2.13 32 23.4 24.1 26.5
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instrumentation, electromagnetic environment, data acquisi-
tion, and processing as the coherent integration allowed us to
evidence even very small effects as those here reported.

In consideration of these results, which demonstrate the
existence of signal forerunners exhibiting superluminal be-
havior even beyond the conventional limits of the near field,
we can conclude—even independently of the possible
interpretations—that the question as to whether superlumi-
nality can be extended or not to information velocity, at least
in relation to the situations above described, characterized by
the absence or by the presence of weak dispersion, is far
from being answered definitively.
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